2018 NMA Annual Conference!
Join us September 12-15 in San Antonio!!
What YOU can gain from attending!

Make new connections, spark new ideas for your career development, get energized to lead your chapter to be an award-winning one, learn industry trends, renew your excitement about the work you do, rekindle the passion for meeting colleagues face to face, and just learn and have some fun. Think of it as investing in your own health and well being. There is a LOT to be said for getting away from work and kicking back with other business professionals.

- **Wednesday, September 12**
  Evening Welcome Mixer for all attendees

- **Thursday, September 13**
  Opening Keynote
  Educational Session
  2017 & 2018 Member of the Year Luncheon
  *Chapter Leader Training Part 1
  *Chapter Leader Training Part 2
  Open evening to enjoy the beautiful San Antonio Riverwalk

- **Friday, September 14**
  2017 & 2018 Hall of Fame Breakfast
  Educational Session
  2017 & 2018 Recognition Luncheon
  *Chapter Leader Training Part 3
  Educational Session
  Free time for all attendees to enjoy the area

- **Saturday, September 15**
  NMA National Speech Contest
  Educational Session
  2017 & 2018 Executive of the Year Banquet (dancing afterward)
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2018 NMA Annual Conference

2018 Educational Workshops

When Hurricane Irma forced the cancellation of our 2017 Annual Conference, we were saddened that our guests would miss out on the four Educational Sessions that were scheduled. When planning began for 2018, we opted to contact last year’s presenters and see if any of them could possibly accommodate us THIS year. Well, guess what? All four of them jumped at the opportunity to come to San Antonio and “give it another shot”. We are thrilled to be working with them again.

Keynoter “Semi” Bird will also present an educational session on “Leading with Personal & Professional Intelligence”. As an Army Special Forces Green Beret, he knows a little something about leadership. He received two of our nation’s highest awards for heroism and valor on the battlefield – the Bronze Star for Valor and the Purple Heart, for wounds received in combat.

Dr. Deborah Bright will share her latest research on the subjects of feedback and criticism ... and tease us with what she has on the drawing board, next. Shari Storm rose to fame with her book, *Motherhood is the New MBA: Using Your Parenting Skills to be a Better Boss*. She's going to speak to Strategic Leadership as an essential tool for building organizational culture.

Our final speaker, from Carnegie Mellon University, Brenda Bakker Harger, will lead attendees through “Improvisational Leadership“ – a fun and interactive workshop on how to think on your feet and save your career at the same time!

NMA Leadership Speech Contest

NMA proudly presents its 30th National Leadership Speech Contest as one of the nation’s leading competitions among high school age students. Its primary purpose is to promote better understanding of leadership and reinforce the importance of leadership development all across the globe. The top prize is $4,000 cash!

The contest involves young men and women in grades nine through twelve. They research, write, and then deliver a speech based upon their interpretation of a variety of leadership topics. Topics such as leadership in the world, its application to the free enterprise system, and what leadership means to them personally are some examples of speech themes. In short, the students are limited only by their imagination and creativity.

Students report to us that participation in this contest increases their awareness and understanding of leadership competencies. It forces them to look at whether leaders are born...or made...or both! Their research teaches them about people and principles. The contest also provides an incentive for the development of communication skills – vital to those preparing to enter the workforce or continue their education. In communities across the country, the NMA Contest has become recognized as a unique and innovative program supporting our young people.

The financial rewards, at all levels of the competition, contribute to students' furthering their education. NMA members take enormous pride in their program and herald the contest as one of NMA’s greatest contributions to understanding and promoting leadership development to a whole new generation.
Chapter Leader Training Workshops

Your Annual Conference Planning Team has been hard at work, expanding our educational programming for San Antonio. This year, because of the slightly expanded time frame, NMA will be offering Chapter Leader Training via three separate workshops on Thursday and Friday afternoons. These come on the heels of a successful virtual CLT (Chapter Leader Training) Webinar Series this spring. NMA had 223 webinar connections over the course of the eleven weekly series. Many of those who logged on, did so in “groups”, some as Lunch ‘n Learns in their chapters. Those are all now archived on the NMA website. Newly elected chapter leaders can access the 30-45 minute webinars 24/7 at nma1.org.

The Conference Workshops will expand on those webinars and provide a critical component of the eleven topics – face-to-face, interactive sharing of lessons learned and best practices. In a “sneak peek” at what is tentatively planned is Session One: Officer-specific training, “by position” and Session Two: Discussion Forums by Topic (including how to garner executive management support, how to partner with Human Resources & Training, how to sustain and grow your membership, and how to design meaningful, value-added community service programs). For Session Three, we anticipate an open forum with your national NMA leadership team where anything and everything is fair game for discussion, all aimed at getting ALL of your questions answered, coupled with getting your feedback on how NMA can support you and provide more services and benefits that you desire.

This is a unique opportunity to come together as a true community of leaders and learn from each other. As the expression goes, “None of us is as smart as ALL of us”! We know you will enjoy and take home valuable information from our CLT time together.
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Shorey Silent Auction

The Silent Auction is a great event, held in conjunction with the Annual Conference and designed to raise funds to help NMA continue to hold the Leadership Speech Contest. This will be the 17th year for the Auction and those who have previously participated know that this is an exciting and entertaining event! For three days, attendees mingle and network with others while checking out the various items available for bid – strategically targeting those "must win" items over the course of the conference so that when that final bell rings, they win (and the Speech Contest wins!). In 2016, thanks to the generosity of both our donors and our bidders the Auction proceeds totaled over $4,000 for the Speech Contest. With your participation this year, we would love to substantially increase the contribution the Auction makes!

NMA’s first Silent Auction was conducted by a group of NMA volunteers at our 2002 Annual Conference held in San Francisco, and brought the Speech Contest $5,235.50!! The auction is dedicated to the memory of two very special people, Dot and Forrest Shorey, who were stalwart volunteers of the International Management Council (IMC), an organization that subsequently merged with NMA in 2004. Dot, who had a vision that would strengthen the purpose and programs of IMC by raising funds (and having a little fun along the way!), championed the original IMC Silent Auction in 1992 in honor of her husband, Forrest. Forrest served the IMC in many capacities, most notably as National President of IMC. Supporting Forrest efforts to champion outstanding programs involving the development of youth, Dot was a visionary and an energetic team player — serving in a broad range of positions in her 35 years as an IMC member. She was a remarkable person and a dear friend to all who knew her — and attended 22 consecutive IMC National Conferences.

The 2018 NMA Shorey Silent Auction will continue to carry on the original intent initiated by Dot with all the proceeds used to support activities involving youth... specifically the NMA Speech Contest!

Registration Pricing Information

If you register and pay for your registration by August 20, you will automatically receive a $25 early bird discount that will take your registration down to $870.

You also have another opportunity to lower your registration even more by using your Chapter Rewards to receive 10% off the early bird price of $870... an additional $87 in savings!

In addition, your chapter may have deferred conference fees that they paid in 2017 in lieu of a refund for those registrations. If so, you may check with NMA before your register to see how much that amount was and use it for part of your 2018 registration fees.

Just by using your early bird discount and 10% chapter rewards (if you have chapter rewards available) this could take your total registration fee down to $783 before applying any 2017 prepaid registration fees!

To register, go to:
https://nma1.org/2018-conference-registration/

Regular Registration & Discounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular Registration (paid after August 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Bird Discount (paid by COB August 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Rewards Discount (10% off Early Bird Price)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Registration with Early Bird &amp; Chapter Rewards (LESS THAN THE 2017 REGULAR REGISTRATION FEE!)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Registration Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Day Registration (Thu, Fri, or Sat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spousal Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional information and to register, visit our website at https://nma1.org
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2018 marks **30 YEARS for the NMA Speech Contest!**
Help us celebrate by becoming a Leadership Speech Contest Donor!

**Support Our Most Popular Youth Program**
You may now support the NMA Speech Contest at one of several different levels! Become a donor and receive a beautifully embossed certificate, framed in a goldtone-trimmed plaque, prepared especially for you! In addition, you will be recognized in NMA Breaktime as well as during our Annual Conference National Speech Contest Finals! Individual Members and chapters earn points on the monthly CAR1 report too!

You, too, may receive one of these beautiful certificates! Select Your Donation Level Today!

- **Bronze Level** - $25 Donation
- **Silver Level** - $50 Donation
- **Gold Level** - $100 Donation
- **Platinum Level** - $250 Donation
- **Diamond Level** - $500 Donation

For additional information or to make a donation, contact an NMA staff member by calling 937-294-0421 or simply go to [https://nma1.org/become-a-speech-contest-donor/](https://nma1.org/become-a-speech-contest-donor/) to pay by credit card; you may also send a check made payable to: NMA Leadership Speech Contest and mail it to the address below.

**Remember:** Donations to the NMA Educational Foundation, Inc., NMA Speech Contest (a 501(c)(3) organization) are tax deductible. Your chapter will also receive 5 CAR1 points for each $75 contribution received by a chapter member!

NMA...THE Leadership Development Organization
2201 Arbor Boulevard
Dayton, OH 45439
937/294-0421

**THANK YOU—2018 SPEECH CONTEST DONOR**

NMA would like to sincerely thank the Lockheed Martin Leadership Association, #531, Marietta, GA for their generous PLATINUM LEVEL donation to our annual Leadership Speech Contest for high school students!
In addition, Lockheed Martin Space received the Blue Diamond Award Plaque for long term SHFB support. The 2017 SHFB Celebration attracted over 400 people in attendance to recognize the many individuals and organizations all working to solve the hunger crisis in our communities. Congratulations to all our volunteers who collected food and held fund-raising events throughout 2017. We thank you!

This year our Lockheed Martin Space employees contributed:

- Total dollars raised: $44,042
- Total pounds of food collected: 1,246

The 2017 Holiday Drive resulted in 8,198 meals

- Total dollars raised: $3,580
- Total pounds of food collected: 1,246

Since our partnership began in 1979

- Total dollars raised: $1,836,790
- Total pounds of food collected: 85,346

Lockheed Martin Space received two major awards at the 2017 Second Harvest Food Bank of Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties “Make Hunger History Awards” Celebration on May 3rd at the San Jose, California Cypress Center. First was a “Five Million Meals Club” Award that recognizes an organization accumulating this equivalent in providing food for needy recipients. SHFB recognizes this milestone in one million meal increments.

Second was the “Hunger Hero” Award for an organization or individual who demonstrates an exceptional level of commitment to hunger relief. Several different Lockheed Martin Space organizations contributed to this recognition including the LMLA Bay Area Chapter that conducted several large food drives and fund-raising events throughout the year, the Finance Leadership Development Program, Employee Connection, and different program and workplace collections that supported SHFB.
Each year, every professional organization should initiate a high priority goal of focusing on Engagement, Recruitment and Retention. One of the most common problems for chapters these days is keeping members engaged. But in order to better understand member engagement we must accept the fact that our members will be the first to tell you that they have a small fraction of free time for themselves and that they would only consider giving that time up if their return upon surrendering that time was of significant value. That statement alone makes the job of member engagement much more challenging for chapter leaders today. We will need to develop better ways to not only accept that challenge but achieve success. One of the best options, is one my boss use to share with his work group. If you have an issue, a problem or just a concern bring it on. But, remember, for every issue, problem or concern you bring, it must be accompanied with a solution. If not, be prepared to be held accountable and/or committed to finding a solution.

In volunteer organizations this might seem a bit awkward for chapter leaders in the beginning, but the overall impact can be a life changing experience for our members who have never had the opportunity to interact face-to-face with other leaders within your organization. What a great opportunity for a genuine learning experience for our members! After all isn’t that what we are all about?

The other essential part of this process that goes hand in hand with engagement is recruitment and retention which are both vital parts of our entire membership drive campaign. You have heard the statement made many times, that when we conduct membership drives we must also focus on keeping the back door closed during a membership drive. It has a very high potential to defeat the whole purpose of a successful membership campaign. Membership committees need a key strategy in place to mainly focus on our newest members; we need to get them involved throughout that first year of membership. Research tells us the it is much harder to recruit a new member than it is to reinstate a former member. But, we must never lose hope or sight of our former members. The majority of our members who leave our organizations never share the reasons why they leave and chapters never seek that information. I am a true believer in exit interviews. There is much to be gained! We may have the opportunity to right a wrong or more importantly, reflect on the reason. Many times it is just pure and simple a personal reason but that in itself is good feedback. Again, we must never ever lose hope or sight of our former members. In the near future we will have the opportunity to reach out to those former members and be totally surprised to discover that this one little notion made all the difference in the world from permanently losing a former member to reinstating that member.

A chapter’s Membership Committee should have a plan that includes monitoring and focusing on those members who drop their membership without reason. Gather the reasons and determine if the reason should be shared up the organization or evaluated. If the reason is deserving to be shared up the organization it is also deserving of feedback to the former member. One or two former members can have ripple effects to four or six more.

All organizations must remember that if they want to survive, their organization must be flexible. They should all have strategic planning committees whose primary objective is to constantly evaluate the operations of the organization to ensure that they do not become static and are always looking to having effective engagement, recruiting, and retention initiatives in place.
Member Spotlight
Amber Haas, “The Path to NMA”
Wendell M Pichon, CM / 2005 NMA Chairman of the Board

It has been a while since we did a spotlight article and feature one of our very own Associate Directors. I recall on September 22, 2017, when I sent out a few letters with hopes of recruiting new Associate Directors, Amber Haas was the very first to respond, accepting that challenge. Amber has been doing some really outstanding work for her chapter and NMA, so I asked if she would mind sharing her bio so I could do a spotlight article on her. There is much more about Amber that really makes her really special. After reading her bio I have no doubt the Websters missed out because Amber Haas' name should appear when you look up words like integrity, dedicated, driven, leadership, vibrant, inspirational, and motivated. I could go on and on but it would be better if I just share a few lines from her bio because they truly tell the story of this remarkable young lady and how her path led her to NMA and then on to becoming an NMA Associate Director.

Amber writes, "I started out working on a degree in Musical Theatre and after several years of study, decided Musical Theatre was no longer the path I wanted to pursue and I began searching for something in the health field. It was there I discovered that our local Technical College (Southeast Technical Institute) had a program called Electroneurodiagnostic Technology. I couldn't even pronounce it but I was intrigued. After calling the school and getting more information, I decided this was the path I wanted to take. My son (Jaron) and I started on a new path. I was a full time student, and I also worked almost full time at a local retailer to help pay the bills. After six months in school I met the man that I was going to marry. He supported Jaron and me as I attended classes and did my clinical time working in a hospital. After graduation in 2011 with an Associate's Degree in Electroneurodiagnostic Technology, we moved to Bismarck, North Dakota, where I was offered a job as an EEG Technician. Over the next 3 years I studied very hard and took my board exams. My credentials are REEGT (Registered Electroencephalographic Technologist), REPT (Registered Evoked Potential Technologist), and RPSGT (Registered Polysomnographic Technologist).

"In 2014 my boss approached me about taking on more responsibility, which was an interest I had always had. I was promoted to Supervisor of Polysomnography. 2014 was a busy year for me! I got the promotion, I had my daughter (Quinn), and I joined Sanford Leadership Association. When I joined the association I had no clue it was going to be such a big part of my success, and it has become a passion of mine. After being an active member for a short time, I chaired the Professional Development Committee and took on Publications as well. After a year, I ran for President-Elect. I served as President-Elect for the 2016 term, President for the 2017 term, and I am currently Past President and Chair of the Board. Also in 2017 I was asked to be the Associate Director for our chapter which I humbly accepted. Also I continue to work with all of the committees and I still chair Publications/Marketing."

Need I say more? How right was that? She was asked to serve her chapter as an NMA Associate Director and she accepted without hesitation. Amber makes us all very proud to be a part of her successes. She has been and continues to do great things for her chapter and her fellow members she serve and NMA. Thank You, Amber, for your dedication and support of THE...NMA Leadership Development Association and we wish you much more success.
De Santis Family Endows Scholarship in Italian Studies

By Avis French
1995 NMA Member of the Year

Frank De Santis, co-founder of Harbor-UCLA Medical Center NMA chapter, recently donated a $55,000 gift to Chapman University Italian Studies. The endowment, the Frank and Eileen De Santis Family Endowed Scholarship in Italian Studies, specifically supports undergraduates who have demonstrated a need for financial assistance. Commendatore Frank De Santis has been a central figure in the promotion of Italian culture in Orange County and beyond. Three members of Frank’s family are alumni of Chapman University.

Frank has long been a supporter of the National Management Association and the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center NMA chapter. During his long career with the Harbor campus 1959-1997, he was instrumental in providing educational seminars and programs to individuals and to organizations. To meet the needs of the diverse activities of personnel employed on the Harbor campus, NMA was chosen as a way for employees to know each other and to work together and to integrate for their common mission – Patient Care.

To support the education of chapter members, the “Frank J. De Santis Management Achievement Award” was established to recognize individuals in the chapter who have contributed their management skills toward the betterment of the chapter. This award was presented for many years until 2017. To support the chapter’s financial mission, the “Frank J. De Santis Golf Tournament” was established as the only fundraiser the chapter utilizes for Professional Development. The tournament continues to run but was recently renamed the “Harbor-UCLA Medical Center Golf Tournament.” In recognition of his service, Frank was the recipient of the NMA Silver Knight of Leadership award and the Gold Knight of Leadership award.

As president of the Orange County Italian Cultural Arts Council, Frank helps to promote the image of Italy worldwide, particularly trying to include the young generation in that image.

The De Santis family scholarship endowment to Chapman University is just one more way in which Frank and his family promotes the well-being of the community.

Grow your Chapter Membership This Year

The 2018 Membership Campaign is underway. Chapters may select any two “Sale” months (of your choice) during 2018 in which the National New Member $20 Registration Fee is reduced to $10 per new member. No special forms are required, simply indicate “Sale Month” on the Chapter Dues Worksheet.

Contact Robin Furlong with Membership Campaign questions robin@nma1.org or call 937-294-0421
Welcome NEW NMA Members!

NMA Membership Growth Campaign 2018-2019

"EACH ONE REACH ONE, LOSE NONE!"
Wendell M Pichon, CM
2005 NMA Chairman of the Board
AS&D Committee Co-Chair

On July 1, 2018, NMA kicked off its Annual Membership Growth Campaign. We are well aware that we cannot achieve success without the outstanding dedication and support of each of our chapter members and your chapter leaders including this event as one of your chapter goals. This is a TEAM (T=Together; E=Everyone; A=Achieves; M=More) effort and the teams are made up of the Chapters in each of the NMA six geographic areas. We thank each of our chapter leaders and their membership committees in advance, for joining us in recognizing that extraordinary performance during this campaign will be the result of many peoples’ efforts and working as a team will reinforce our unique NMA “family” - that, “we are all in this together.”

I still sincerely believe, "When you join a professional organization PRICE is what you pay for your membership. VALUE is what we get by becoming a participant." Join us, as we move our organization forward!

"The strength of a TEAM is each individual member. The strength of each member is the TEAM." Phil Jackson

"Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much." Helen Keller

THANK YOU for your participation in the 2017-2018 Membership Growth Campaign!

The winning Area will be recognized at our 2018 Annual Conference in beautiful San Antonio, Texas, at our Recognition Luncheon on Friday, September 14!! Please plan to attend and help us thank those individuals who worked so hard to make this possible!!

Welcome NEW NMA Members!

NMA BCBSM Leadership
Detroit, MI
Erica M. Addison
Leonard Alford, III
Carly R. Amhowitz
Monia L. Andrews
Yaqoota Aziz
Carolyn M. Barden
Dana L. Bartell
Chera L. Best
Nefertari Blount
Jennifer Boerner
Kirbionne Brackins
Marie A. Brinker
Tiara A. Brock
Marissa L. Brown
Evans J. Buchanan
Thelma J. Caison-Sorey
Alison Carpenter
Monika J. Carter
Lacey M. Cohoon
Nelson Collins
Heather J. Crothall
LaTonya R. Davis
Deshona S. Day
Klaudia Dell
Patricia M. Doerr
Tiffany A. Drakeford
Cassandra R. Driver
Phillip J. Edel
Tina M. Gach
Vanessa A. Gordon-James
Steffani C. Gray
Michael L. Greenlee
Anne Marie Guidos
Kelly Hall
Omar Hantour
Stacey L. Horn
Tenia Horton
Dushaun Howard, Sr.
Dimitria Jackson
Atheer A. Kaddis
Stephanie Kelly
Mark A. Keskes
Diane E. Kmietek
Nicholas Lampley
Christie M. Laster
Nicole H. Lee
Tañisha J. Lindsey
Gretchen Maurer
Robert A. Marnie
Kimberly A. Meekhof
Michael Meissner
Joey A. Molitor
Jeanette M. Mott
Jaclyn C. Naert
Sarina M. Peace
Joseph Politi
Arjun G. Reddy
Joshua M. Rieck
Michael A. Ross
Yvette P. Ruffin
Shawn L. Rule
Mary Beth Ryan
Jason J. Sabbagh
Rachel Saputo-Abarca
Brian A. Schebil
Michelle L. Scobie
Devon Scott
Monique N. Shoulders
Janice L. Smith
Catherine A. Stavale
Dea L. Stokes
Jennifer Strub
Rabia Sultana
Cheryl L. Swanigan
Joseph P. Unger
Ankur Vakharia
Jessica A. Vilani
Dureen Zaiat

78 New Members!!!

The Blues - A Chapter of NMA
Lansing, MI
Lindsay Adams
Roxanne Burnham
Meagan Carr
Kelli Corner
Kimberly Meekhof
Eileen Shredrick
Misty Woods-Barnett

7 New Members!!!

Boeing Rocket City
Huntsville, AL
Vicki Burris
Johnny Gaston
Monica Tucker
Frank Wrabel

4 New Members!!!

The winning Area will be recognized at our 2018 Annual Conference in beautiful San Antonio, Texas, at our Recognition Luncheon on Friday, September 14!! Please plan to attend and help us thank those individuals who worked so hard to make this possible!!

THANK YOU for your participation in the 2017-2018 Membership Growth Campaign!

The winning Area will be recognized at our 2018 Annual Conference in beautiful San Antonio, Texas, at our Recognition Luncheon on Friday, September 14!! Please plan to attend and help us thank those individuals who worked so hard to make this possible!!
Welcome New NMA Members!

155 Boeing Oklahoma Leadership
Oklahoma City, OK
Timothy Bickel
1 New Member!!!

194 City of Orange LDA
Orange, CA
Shelby Alley
Emily Bustamante
Rochelle Chanez
Shannon Lane
Youichi Nakagawa
Terrence Velasquez
6 New Members!!!

220 Columbus Public Service Chapter
Columbus, OH
Oyama Hall
Rhonda Townes-Hodge
2 New Members!!!

249 Lockheed Martin Leadership
Fort Worth, TX
Erika Alaspa
Barrett Alexander
Andrew Adams
Karuna Antony
Nicholas Archibong
Thomas Ashour
Forrest Austin
Tamara Badalament
Tyler Bingaman
Samuel Birdine
Diana Burton
Mason Cagley
James Calvey
Morgan Case
Kyle Cloutler
James Collins
Shontis Cooksey
Catherine Crandall
Claude M. Curry
Damian Dalcour
Anita Davis
Braddon J. Deak
Kevin R. Dean
Daniel de Rozario
Ivan Dominguez
Drake Duman
Edson Esparza
Erick Esparza
Michael L. Finley
Terrance Flanagan
Jessalyn Ford
Christopher Frazier
Twala Freeman
Jonathan Gallo
Alexandra Gamez
Mary Garcia
Joan L. Garinger
Dana Gloria
Hunter Gravierr
Pamela Gregory-Yates
J. Nathaniel Guilbault
Anita Haddix
Zehaie Hailu
Allen Hallman
Paige Harris
George R. Hester
Eric Hill
Robert J. Hill
Jarrett Hinds
Keorric Holiday
Christine Imoukhuede
Jarque Jackson
Brittnee J. Jenkins
Alyssa Jones
George Jordan
Hassan Kaous
Melissa Keyes
Kristopher Knox
Eric Kornegay
Morgan E. Landry
Allysia Lara
Ebony J. LeBlanc
Anthony LeGrand
Eliezer Llanos Rodriguez
Paul Lockwood
Jesse Long
Lindsey Lowry
Guerrick Makengo
Millissa Marcussen
Melissa Martinez
Teresa C. McCarthy
Joshua McCool
Rusty McFarland
Catherine McGehee
Colton McKinney
Elyse Michniak
Tracey Mickels
Brandon L. Miller
Paul Morrison
Sierra Murdock
Richard Murray
Michele Pang
Edwin E. Paris
Christopher Partida
Kayla Potter
Eliot B. Prokop
Anthony Ragsdale
George P. Ramsey
Miranda M. Reece
Brandon Rice
Michael Ricke
Mary Rios
Elizabeth Rivas
Julian Sabedra
Adam Sandifer
Austin Scheopf
Ellen L. Schutz
Kevin-Lee Scott
Shannette Simon
Camille Smith
Eddaiyah Smith
Byram Staggs
Landon Stinnett
Jayson Swob
Kenneth Tran
Thien Tran
Aninel Valencia
Evan Vaughan
Austin Williams
April Williams
Garrett Windschitl
Morgan F. Winter
Joe Wyatt
Viyaka Xaysanasy
114 New Members!!!
Welcome New NMA Members!

280 Nokia Leadership
Plano, TX
Carol Cowley
Marcelo Gavioli
Alma Marquez
Robert Moore
Aram Radif
Elissa Reed
David Timlick
7 New Members!!!

296 Dresser-Rand Leadership
Olean, NY
Susan Blazejewski
Thomas Both
Michelle Burns
Jeff Domboski
Morgan Hatfield
Lucas Jackling
Craig McGuire
George H. Seamon
8 New Members!!!

355 Mid-Columbia Leadership Dev. Assn.
Richland, WA
Leila Bowden
1 New Member!!!

402 Harbor-UCLA Medical Center Chp.
Torrance, CA
Annette Berano
Colonya Calhoun
Darren Clark
Jeanette Derdemezi
Michael Ford
Cynthia V. Garcia
Vanessa Garcia
Rachel Germono
Jeremy Ramon
Denise Ranada
Debra Terrell
11 New Members!!!

466 Johnson Space Center Chapter
Houston, TX
David Bach
Katherine Reeves
2 New Members!!!

492 Wyle Leadership
Houston, TX
Hatem Nounu
1 New Member!!!

495 KBRwyle Leadership
Huntsville, AL
Nina Creel
1 New Member!!!

514 Lennox LDO
Marshalltown, IA
Jerry Beck
Bob Kern
Seth Meyer
3 New Members!!!

517 Leadership Link
Lincoln, NE
Julie Anderson
Janet Ball
Gary Bergstrom
Deborah Bryne
Hugh Davis
Nicole Englebart
Brock Harnish
Shavonna Lausterer
Kayla Matulka
11 New Members!!!

524 Lockheed Martin Leadership
Piedmont, SC
Brianna Braun
Brittany Evon
Craig Fry
Cindy Greene
Theodore Hoeffel
JT Howze
Trent Kyzer
Tony Lema
Kyle Lenser
Mike Masse
Kenny Monroe
Stephanie Morris
Ben Peat
Elizabeth Restrepo
Lisa Shelton
Cara Spieldenner
Keith Voellinger
Grant Weatherford
18 New Members!!!
Welcome New NMA Members!

525 Lockheed Martin Leadership
Palmdale, CA
James Atwell
Francine Bangura
Ivan Banuelos
Alexander Beckner
Julie Boaz
Kirk Broadwater
Rebecca Brown
Troy Clark
Hugo DeLabarrera
Joseph Dotta
Jeremy Driscoll
Steve Fritze
Darko Gojkovic
Joshua Goshman
Mitchell Graham
Cora Green
Jashan Grewal
Jermaine Guyton
Zachary Haralson
Michael Johns
Kyle Kauterman
Donald Kersey
Bristina King
Caitlin Lanni
Michelle LeBlanc
Esau Martinez
Krystal Martin
Gabrielle McIntyre-Adams
Joshua Meyers
Mark Miller
Aaron Nelson
Christopher Park
Max Pawapootanont
Danny Pettit
Hector Posadas
Kevin President
Kim Redding
Keondrea Richards
Amber Satalino
Mitul Shah
Matthew Smith
Dana Thiele
Derek Thompson

525 Lockheed Martin Leadership (Cont’d)
Wesley Trunecek
Shawn Turja
Erica Turner
Eric Velazquez
Sophia Villagrasa
Trisha Walm
Christopher Watson
50 New Members!!!

530 Lockheed Martin Leadership
Oldsmar, FL
Dan Crimi
1 New Member!!!

531 Lockheed Martin Leadership
Marietta, GA
Kyle M. Broome
Glad Y. Burney
Anthony N. Escoffery
Terry A. Evans
Lawrence P. Gallogly
Taylor R. Hendley
Gerard G. Hills
Chisolu Isiadinso
Michelle J. Kelly
Erik T. Lipke
Travis A. Mathis
Zebulon A. Mitchell
Karen B. Nowden
Cheryl L. Pollard
Kristina M. Santanna
Stephan Shelton
Maurice J. Stark
Andrea N. Taylor
Alvin J. Tight
Elisa Watson
20 New Members!!!

535 Lockheed Martin SSC Leadership
Huntsville, AL
Megan J. Combs
1 New Member!!!

536 Lockheed Martin Central Coast Leadership
Vandenberg AFB, CA
Cynthia M. Beecher
Nicholas Bradshaw
Jessica DeLeon
James A. Emanuel
Walter J. Ingraham
Jenna C. Mabery
George B. Matthews
Lee H. Nguyen
Jeffrey D. Payne
Adam J. Resler
10 New Members!!!

540 Lockheed Martin SSC Leadership
Sunnyvale, CA
Danny J. Allen
Rozie A. Ameya
Nathan J. Beverly
George A. Huggins
Ian J. Hunter
Wayne M. Mitchell
Ed J. Pardini
Balwinder K. Sandhu
Clinton J. Sheard
Andrew M. Thorn
10 New Members!!!

541 Leidos Atlantic City NMA Chapter
Dezah Cruz
Suleman Emmanuel
2 New Members!!!

542 Lockheed Martin SSC Leadership
Kings Bay, GA
Kristine N. Barefoot
Scott Crumrine
Kevin M. Davis
Susannah J. Derscheid
Reginald L. Harvey
Brian S. Hicks
Keith Habrik
Michael B. Lewis
Kayla M. Lewis

Welcome New NMA Members!
Welcome New NMA Members!

542 Lockheed Martin SSC Leadership (Cont’d)
Craig A. Lloyd
James C. Mills
John A. Notarianni
Andessia K. Price
Sara Rowland
Ureka N. Sullivan
Martin Sullivan
Jamie N. Valiani
Troy C. Warren
18 New Members!!!

546 Lockheed Martin SSC Leadership
Cape Canaveral, FL
Thaddeus Berger
Pete Carrick
Tim Carter
Katherine Duncan
Jeffrey Eberts
Jennifer Hill
Chris Jojola
Nafeeza Rahaman
Karan Sachdeva
9 New Members!!!

555 Lockheed Martin SSC-LA Greater NO
New Orleans, LA
Ryan W. Cochran
Jeanne M. Delaup
Judy A. Russel
3 New Members!!!

560 Lockheed Martin Rocky Mountain LA
Littleton, CO
Troy A. Allen
Daniel A. Anger
Stephen W. Black
Kathleen M. Coderre
Rebecca P. Conrad
Austin Cooke
Derrick T. Daniels
Tessa M. Dowd
Marilyn E. Dunning
Samara N. Esquibel
Elizabeth M. Geren

Joshua C. Gozdzialski
Katherine L. Gray
Graham W. Hengen
Matthew L. Hibbs
Gisela M. Hillyer
Benjamin J. Kelly
Jennifer Koirala
Caleb Lipscomb
John K. Mills
Lucia M. Vazquez
Amber M. Waldorf
Kathy W. Walker
Vincenza M. Wilson
Eric S. Wright
25 New Members!!!

581 Sanford Leadership
Bismarck, ND
Kelsey Adams
Stacy Benz
Brenda Duran
Brady Foss
Dani Harris
Laurel Heyd
Todd Leingang
Michael Neff
Kellie Reinhard
9 New Members!!!

618 NCDOT Leadership & Mgmt. Dev.
Raleigh, ND
Anamika Laad
Darius Sturdivant
2 New Members!!!

625 Rockwell Collins Leadership
Melbourne, FL
Bilal Al-Salaymeh
Dan Covey
Pedro Encarnacion
Vladimir Petrov
Suresh Kumar Rajamani
Steve Savage
Bianca Sotelo
7 New Members!!!

626 Rockwell Collins Leadership
Richardson, TX
Lisa Baker
Serena Dalhamer
Amber Matz
Randolph Matz
Huong Nguyen
5 New Members!!!

632 Boeing Fort Walton Beach Leadership
Fort Walton Beach, FL
Steve Boykins
Diane E. Michalek
Timothy P. Smallwood
3 New Members!!!

701 Boeing Leadership of CA (BLASC)
Seal Beach, CA
Timothy Anhaiser
Maria Barajas
Teresa A. Brenner
Marcus D. Cooke
Jewel S. Cowart
Heidi J. Crews
Kimberly A. De La Torre
Cynthia Foster
Juan Osorio
Whitney A. Reapor
Lenny G. Rodriguez
Dawn M. Rovano
Tina M. Singh
John M. Sotak
Olivia Vargas
Simon A. Vierma
Todd M. Williams
Noelle Zietsman
18 New Members!!!

706 Port of Seattle Chapter
Seattle, WA
Erin Anderson
Alan Badstuebner
Julie Collins
Stan Evans
Wondewosen Gerawork
Joseph Krutenat
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706 Port of Seattle Chapter (Cont’d)
Teresa Malnaa
Tin Nguyen
Ernie Padua
Jennifer Robinson
Jonathan Villanueva
Najea Wynn
12 New Members!!!

764 Santa Clara Valley Leadership
Gilroy, CA
Jon Gonzales
Adrian Santana
Mike Slade
Douglas Wright
4 New Members!!!

773 Savannah River Site Leadership
Aiken, SC
Ian Clark
Susan Fenske
Benjamin (Ed) Redd
3 New Members!!!

902 Energy Northwest LDA
Richland, WA
Orlando Bolet
Bryan Coonfield
Kevin Eldrige
Kristena Huston
Dean Kovacs
5 New Members!!!

990 ICPM Members
Nicholas Cardone
Joanne Lee
Lisa McCabe
Timothy Seppala
4 New Members!!!

999 Individual Members
Shana Edmond
Brian Gagnon
Brittany Groover
Roger Haller
Marsha Lazareva
Jamie Lethiecq
Baboucarr Lowe
John Maynard
Abdul-Majeed Musa
Barbara Nwaehi
Desiree Oakman
Melanie Robertson
Wellington Samouce
Mark Turay
Kim Weston
Crystal White
16 New Members!!!

NMA Reminders!!

NMA LIVE Online Webinars!
On the third Thursday of every month (except July which will be on the 4th Thursday) NMA hosts a LIVE Online Webinar. Many of our Chapters incorporate this into their Professional Development schedule by organizing a monthly “Lunch and Learn.” Most of our webinars are $25.00 per chapter (with multiple logins allowed) -- an affordable way to provide your chapter with some great leadership training!

NEXT Webinar: July 26, 2018 / 12pm and 3pm EDT
“ Asking the Right Questions: How to Find the Answer You Need!”

Facilitator: Sharon Robertson
Boeing Rocket City Leadership Association
Huntsville, Alabama

NMA is seeking volunteers to facilitate LIVE Online Webinars in 2018 and 2019. If you’d like the opportunity to speak to a national audience of NMA members, email steve@nma1.org today.

Officer Updates!
Has your Chapter or Council had a change in Officers? If so, please complete the “Officer Update Form” which can be found on the NMA website under the “Chapters & Councils” menu or by going directly to https://nma1.org/officer-update/. We want to ensure our records are accurate and that we’re reaching everyone.